**PACT EAOS to Prescribed Tour/PRD Alignment**

**PACT Sailors**

- Sailor earns designation (RED or NWAE)

  - Does the Sailor have adequate obligated service to meet prescribed tour?
    - No: Prepare and sign extension
    - Yes: No Action Required

**Alignment to Rated Sailors**

- Sailor signs PG 13 for "undecided" status.
  - CCC follows the instructions to go in CWAY and mark "Sailor declined extension to match SEAOS to PRD" as "YES". This will change the Sailor’s CWAY status to "undecided" and initiate the PRD adjustment to match the SEAOS.

- Conduct CWAY-REENLISTMENT CDB interview prior to PRD

  - Is the Sailor willing to obligate service to meet prescribed tour?
    - Yes: Have Sailor sign PG 13 for "intent to separate". Sailor’s CWAY status will automatically change from "UND" to "ITS". Counsel Sailor that inside the 12 month zone from SEAOS that member is subject to Needs of the Navy and may not be retained if they change their mind.
    - No: EAOS Sailor Separates

- Submit 1306/7 to remove record flag, to change PRD to match the original prescribed tour length, and to reset CWAY quota. Prepare and have Sailor sign extension to align EAOS/PRD.